Work anywhere
HPE Service Provider Ready Workspace – Citrix

Deploy your customers’ workspaces wherever they are with HPE Moonshot and Citrix

The office has changed

With the Internet and BYOD, workers are doing more outside the office, but while anytime access increases flexibility, it also increases the costs of infrastructure and management. Distributed workforces still need access to the same applications, but reliability and security become greater concerns outside customers’ intranets. Even in the office, increasing compute-intensive workloads can make deploying and managing traditional desktops expensive and time-consuming.

Meet HPE Service Provider Ready Workspace – Citrix. Together, HPE and Citrix provide a cost-efficient solution for service providers that allows you to deploy reliable remote workspaces with rich user experiences and robust security. Help your customers improve their business agility by scaling and adapting quickly to new applications and demands without disrupting their day-to-day operations.

HPE Workspace – Citrix excels at delivering customers a choice of mobile workspaces covering a wide range of user needs. HPE and Citrix allow you to deploy single applications for multiple end users across many devices, virtual desktop infrastructure for productivity users, and even physical hosted desktops for power users. You can provide your customers with simple productivity applications like Microsoft Word or offer high-end trader workstations and 3D CAD modeling with high application and user isolation. Administration is simple because there is only one system to manage.

Solution benefits

Key advantages for service providers:
• Centralized, cost-efficient management
• 90% faster deployment
• Hot-swappable, redundant high availability
• High security and compliance
• Business continuity

Key advantages for customers:
• 80% less space
• 50% less power consumption
• 20% less cost than traditional workstations
• No hypervisor or external storage to manage or maintain
Drop the compromises

Traditional workstation environments can involve compromise. Desktops for productivity users can require substantial IT work to maintain and manage. Powerful workstations create heat and noise.

HPE solved these problems by packaging workstation performance into cartridges for the HPE Moonshot chassis. Each cartridge houses compute, graphics, memory, SSD storage, and networking that meet the needs of even traders and engineers in terms of speed, accessibility, efficiency, and ergonomics.

Go beyond commodity workspaces

HPE Workspace – Citrix gives you the flexibility to deliver everything from productivity workspaces to high-end trader and engineering workstations, and your customers can easily expand as their businesses grow. HPE’s complete system includes a mix of HPE ProLiant m710x, m510, m700p, and m700 server cartridges that integrate readily into your existing IT infrastructure. Mix and match cartridges with the right Citrix technology to support a wide variety of customer use cases and workloads. Low-end users gain anytime, anywhere access to their apps. Traders and engineers gain powerful compute in reliable workspaces that support their unique peripherals and applications.

Use what you need. Pay for what you use.

HPE Flexible Capacity allows you to consume HPE’s hardware, software, and services as a service. Maintain a safe capacity buffer that stays ahead of demand, but pay only for the capacity that you actually use. You can monitor and replenish your capacity as needed without the risk of over- or underprovisioning. Flexible Capacity can help you balance OPEX and CAPEX by aligning your infrastructure to your actual needs. We take on the risk so that you don’t have to.

Why HPE Moonshot

HPE Moonshot for Citrix delivers a powerful class of workload-optimized servers, delivering peak performance while addressing the complex graphical needs of today’s users. Moonshot works efficiently by sharing management, power, cooling, networking, and storage resources across all 45 server cartridges in a 4.3U enclosure. Rather than dedicate these resources to each server in the enclosure, one set of shared resources applies to all.

HPE Moonshot is precisely engineered and designed for better business outcomes:
- Application-optimized—tested and integrated for optimal performance
- Highly flexible fabrics—supporting a range of current and future capabilities
- System-on-chip—technology designed for high-compute efficiency
- Dense form factor—hot-pluggable components and significantly less cabling at very low energy consumption

Power to go

HPE Service Provider Ready Workspace – Citrix gives you the performance, flexibility, and reliability to address some of the toughest use cases for end users and bring powerful computing to wherever they are. Contact us today to find out how HPE and Citrix can work for you and your customers.

Learn more at hpe.com/servers/moonshot